Dynalectric Florida

Capabilities
An Electrical Design-Build, Construction,
and Renovation Services Company
Since 1978, Dynalectric Company (Florida) has provided electrical services
for many of Florida’s largest, most well-known companies and projects.
Trained in today’s most advanced technologies, our expert electrical
technicians help plan, design, install, and maintain an extensive array of
electrical systems and components.

Our Services Include:
»  Complete electrical
distribution systems
»  Fire alarm systems
»  Life safety
»  Paging, nurse call, and
audio/visual systems
»  Security systems
»  Instrumentation
»  Network design, installation,
and integration service
»  Voice/data
»  Premise distribution systems
design and selection
»  Structured cabling system
»  On site maintenance service
»  Baggage handling and
scanning systems
»  Runaway lighting and signage

Design-Build

Site-Based Maintenance

As a full-service electrical solutions provider,
we offer complete in-house engineering and
design-build capabilities. By combining the
knowledge and experience of our seasoned
engineers with the company’s Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) technology and professional
construction management services, we can
help facilitate each client’s design-build project.

Available 24/7 on a scheduled, emergency, or
project basis, our maintenance team works
with clients to implement optimal preventative
solutions. Our technicians are trained in a full
spectrum of electrical disciplines, including
repairs, motor controls, high-voltage preventive
maintenance, splicing and basic circuit
troubleshooting.

Project managers also help control costs and
schedules, reduce administrative burdens, and
improve risk management—making us the
one-stop-shop for any electrical project.

Tenant Build-Outs

Security Solutions
We can design, install, and maintain
today’s most advanced security solutions,
including a full array of high-performance
components from leading manufacturers.
These components combine easy installation
and use with formidable security features that
satisfy the strict criteria of Homeland Security
Presidential Directive-12.

Whether you have empty space that needs
development or useable space that needs to
be reconfigured, we perform various electrical
tenant build-outs, tenant improvement services,
and installations to maximize usage. We strive
to perform innovative improvements with
minimal disruption to your daily operations.

Low-Voltage

Whether implementing a standalone security
system, or an integrated security and electrical
network, clients can count on us to provide the
power, performance, and protection they need.

From network design and cabling to building
automation and integration services, we can
implement low voltage solutions for virtually
any size business. We can help you design,
implement, and install state-of-the-art
information and communications systems,
as well as a full suite of custom-designed life
safety and security systems.

Telecommunications and IT

The Safe Way. The Only Way.

We help clients meet business objectives
by providing structured cabling and premise
distribution systems. Using the latest cabling
technologies and brand-name equipment, our
RCDDs and certified technicians provide clienttailored solutions that give clients maximum
value for their data infrastructure dollar.

Productivity isn’t about shortcuts—it’s about
safely creating the right conditions for schedules
and plans to be completed on time. This includes
pre-planning, setup, and deploying trained
workers with the right tools and equipment,
as well as instruction and supervision. Our
integration of safety, quality, and productivity has
successfully helped to reduce injuries and injury
costs. Doing things safely isn’t just a goal for
us—it’s a core value.
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